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the taiJi hunts

killing for entertainment 
an enormous media focus and continuous protests by non- 
government organisations (ngos) has been generated on the 
hunting of small whales and dolphins in Taiji as a result of the film 
The Cove. Sadly the hunts continue and an estimated 1,486 animals 
have been driven into the cove at taiji since September 2012  
with about 899 killed, 247 taken for captivity and 320 released 
back to sea. 
 the trade in live whales and dolphins (cetaceans) has increased 
dramatically with a growing demand from aquaria in Japan and other
countries including china, South Korea, thailand and Saudi arabia. 
 despite the decline in consumer demand for cetacean  
products in Japan, the extremely lucrative captive dolphin trade 
provides a hideous incentive for hunters in taiji to continue to 
hunt these animals. 

Millions of people around the world flock to marine parks to see 
live whales and dolphins performing fancy tricks. 
Most will have enormous fun watching these wonderful animals but if they knew the 
real story behind this entertainment, they might feel quite the reverse. Jennifer
lonsdale, director of the environment investigation agency (eia) sends this report…

 traders pick out the 
specimens they want, which 
are then removed from the bay 
and taken to the local marina. 
the hunters slaughter the rest, 
or drive them back out to sea.
 it is highly likely that the 
‘lucky’ ones driven back to 
sea will have suffered extreme 
trauma from the actual ‘drive’ 
and subsequently witnessing 
the slaughter of members of 
their family group to whom 
they will have close bonds.  
We cannot know what the 
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 dolphins are forced into
a life of marine park misery. 

▲

▲ this wild dolphin has  
been caught, ready for the 
‘entertainment’ business. 

It is highly likely that the 
‘lucky’ ones driven back 
to sea will have suffered 
extreme trauma from 
the actual drive…
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short and long term impact 
will be.
 the slaughter is crude and 
cruel and would be unacceptable
in most slaughter houses with 
animals suffering high levels  
of stress. the new method of 
killing the dolphins is designed 
to minimise the amount of 
blood loss, rather than to 
induce immediate loss of  
consciousness and death.
 removing whales and 
dolphins from the bay that are 
destined for captivity induces 
extreme fear, confusion and 
pain and it has been proven 
that captive cetaceans suffer  
a much reduced life span.  
Some will die before they  
even leave the cove. 
 A film of dolphins being
winched from the water, 
scared, scraped and bleeding is 
heartbreaking. never again will 
they experience the freedom 
of the oceans and the bond 
with their family members. 

 the Society for marine 
mammalogy (Smm) recently 
sent a letter of concern on  
the drive hunts to Japan. 
 a poster on the killing methods
authored by andy Butterworth
et al was presented to the 
last Smm biennial in november
2011. Scott Baker and 
Funahashi’s poster on 
unsustainable catches based  
on PBr measurements was 
also presented and can be 
seen on the Smm website. 

hunts are not in violation of 
these laws. 

letters of protest
JaWS UK has protested to 
maFF on welfare grounds, 
reminding the government of 
the 2000 pledge to institute a 
voluntary code of conduct to 
reduce suffering by improving 
killing methods. 
 Video footage of the 
cetacean hunts demonstrates 
extreme cruelty from the 
start of the drive to the end. 
apart from the crude killing 
methods, some animals will 
die from exhaustion, wounds 
or starvation even after being 
released. We hope to have  
an update for you as soon  
as possible.

meanwhile those that are  
captured and transported 
around the world will suffer 
lifelong imprisonment in alien 
environments, sometimes in 
isolation from other cetaceans. 

What can we do?
the eia has been monitoring 
developments in taiji through 
contacts and various blogs. 
the captive cetacean industry
is providing a significant 
incentive to the fishermen to 
continue these drive hunts at a 
time when there are stockpiles
of cetacean products in Japan, 
and falling demand. 
 With respect to the pilot 
whales that were driven into 
the bay in early September,  
we understand that three 
were taken into captivity  
and the remaining 24 or so 
were killed. apparently the 
animal welfare laws are not 
applicable to whales, dolphins 
and porpoises so these  

Removing whales and dolphins from the bay that are destined for captivity 
induces extreme fear, confusion and pain and it has been proven that captive
cetaceans suffer a much reduced life span.  

If you feel you would like to protest against the Taiji hunts,
please write to the Japanese ambassador at: 
embassy of Japan 101–104 piccadilly london W1J 7Jt
or go to: www.jawsuk.org.uk to see the suggested letter.
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thousands of porpoises were killed every year. With much of the 
infrastructure in the region being destroyed along with terrible loss
of around 16,000 people, the environmental investigation agency 
(eia) has been monitoring the impact this has had on the hunt.
 the most up to date reporting shows that there is low level 
hunting in the area with about 370 dall’s porpoises killed between 
1st november 2013 and 13th February 2013. in the recent past 
before the disaster it would be expected that around 2,000 would 
be taken during this period.
 eia hoped that the impact of the disaster might bring an end to 
the hunt and whilst this is not the case, there is a very significant 
reduction in the numbers taken.

dall’s porpoise hunt
Before the devastating impact of the earthquake and 
tsunami two years ago, the epicentre of which was the 
iwate coast, the Japanese dall’s porpoise hunt was the 
largest cetacean hunt in the world. 
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antarctic whaling continues
Despite an enormous deficit budget and problems with selling its
stockpiled whale products, Japan’s Antarctic whaling fleet has been
killing whales again in the Southern ocean Whale Sanctuary. 
 early reports indicate that relatively few whales have been taken 
compared to the self-imposed quotas.
 It was recently confirmed that the factory ship, Nisshin Maru 
will undergo the second stage of its re-fit ostensibly to make it fit 
for another 10 years of operation.

at the 2012 meeting it was decided that the iWc would meet 
biennially so the next meeting will not take place until late summer
in 2014. The IWC Scientific Committee will meet in June 2013.
 there was some concern that the extended time between 
meetings would reduce the iWc’s work. however the reverse 
is proving to be the case as there is more time to implement its 
decisions and directives. Studying the increasing threats to whales, 
dolphins and porpoises is a major focus of the iWc’s work and a 
wide portfolio is being progressed. 
 it may seem odd that the UK government, so strongly opposed
to the killing of whales, is hosting a workshop to further the iWc’s
work on the euthanasia of whales. however, these huge animals 
frequently strand ashore alive and it can be impossible to refloat 
them. Some are floating entangled in discarded fishing nets and 
cannot be freed. a plan has to be drawn up on the most humane 
way to end the whale’s life.

There has been much publicity recently on the plight
of albatross chicks dying because their parents 
have inadvertently fed them plastic including bottle 
tops and cigarette lighters, mistaking them for fish. 

 there may be times when euthanasia is the most humane option.
this is not simple and the workshop will progress the work of 
technical experts under the auspices of the IWC, to find the best 
and most humane ways to euthanase these animals under the  
various conditions in which they may be found. 
 marine debris is a terrifying and often cruel threat the species 
that live in our oceans. there has been much publicity recently 
on the plight of albatross chicks dying because their parents have 
inadvertently fed them plastic including bottle tops and cigarette 
lighters, mistaking them for fish. Cetaceans are suffering a similar 
plight, with individuals becoming entangled in discarded fishing 
gear and accidentally consuming plastic debris. eia will participate 
in two iWc workshops to discuss this problem with the intention 
of evaluating the impact of marine debris on cetacean populations 
so that mitigating solutions can be developed. 

a suMMer Without
the iWc Meeting
for those of us who have got into the habit of attending the
annual Meeting of the international Whaling commission
(IWC) every summer, 2013 is a strange summer. 

JaWs funds further investigation
the environment investigation agency (eia) has campaigned  
to eliminate the hunting and consumption of cetaceans in Japan, 
through working with Japanese ngos (non government  
organisations), for more than 20 years.
 today, thanks to these efforts, fewer animals are killed in Japan’s
coastal waters. consumers understand the threat of pollutants, 
including mercury, in these products and the body responsible for 
Japan’s so-called scientific whaling, has difficulty selling whale meat.
 as eia needs to develop its relationship and network with 
Japanese ngos, JaWS UK has given the agency a grant of £5,000 
to fund a trip to Japan in autumn 2013.

▲ This poor albatross chick was found dead, with a stomach  
full of plastic litter, inadvertently fed by its parents.
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Tony: We are very interested 
in your new Sasayama  
project. Can you tell us a  
bit about its background, 
how far you’ve got and 
where you want to go next?
elizabeth: i’ve been looking 
for five or six years at least for
somewhere because the present
arK osaka site is a very limited
space and on a mountainside. 
it’s been alright but it’s very 
crowded and dogs and cats 
are in a sense mixed – not in 
the same kennels – but they’re 
next door and i think that’s 
very stressful for animals.
 i spent three or four years 
looking and finally found this 
piece of flat land. It’s about 
seven times bigger than we have
now, in a beautiful location, 
it’s got a river running all the 
way round the perimeter and 

it’s full of maple trees and 
fantastic mature trees. and so 
when i got there i got a really 
good feeling, although it was 
winter and there was about 6ft 
of grass everywhere! Before i 
bought it, i said to the agent  
i want to meet all the villagers 
and explain what i’m going to 
do and if there’s opposition,  
i won’t buy it. and i want them 
to sign an agreement.
 and we went in and started 
clearing and the neighbours 
were great. Up to now we’ve 
put in all the electricity and i 
didn’t want poles so everything 
is underground – water, drains, 
sewage tanks, fire tanks.
 We didn’t have enough 
money to build kennels and 
staff accommodation, so it was 
either or. People want to see 
animals, so we’ve decided on  
an l-shape kennels. i’m going 
up to telford this week to talk 
about interior kennelling. 
 We’ve made some pens a  
bit bigger for older dog so  
that it provides more comfort. 
and we’re going to build a  
pre-fabricated house where 
staff can stay and look after  
the animals.
Tony: How many animals 
does ARK take in?
elizabeth: We take in around 
220 dogs a year and probably 
rehome about 190, and cats  
a bit less. So at any one time 
we have about 180 dogs and 
the same number of cats. 
Tony: You have a sympathetic 
attitude to euthanasia, but 
the Japanese don’t, do they?
elizabeth: Japanese love  
the ‘no kill’ policy and love  
an organisation that tries  
to save everything. they’re 
very sentimental.

one on one
in a recent visit to the uk, elizabeth oliver Mbe founder of ark
(Animal Rescue Kansai) dropped in to the JAWS UK offices where
chairman Tony Crittenden took the opportunity to interview her.

 elizabeth oliver (second
from left) visited the JaWs 
UK offices much to the delight
of the Council members.

▲
Tony: What effect has your MBE had on your work?
elizabeth: Well it was the first time an MBE had been awarded 
for animal welfare in Japan, and i think it really has helped.
Tony: And that’s after how many years?
elizabeth: a long time; 40 years. arK started in 1990, so that’s 
30 years ago, but before that i was individually working plus i was 
a volunteer at JaWS tokyo full time too.
Tony: Over here we are a charity, is ARK the same?
elizabeth: We are what’s called an NPO (Non Profit Organisation).
in the beginning i thought let’s set up as a UK charity so i  
investigated with the charity commission. Following the Kobe 
earthquake, many volunteer groups were formed and the  
nPo system was introduced to regulate them. So arK was 
granted nPo status in 1999.
 in the beginning they were very few volunteer groups that 
joined and gradually the numbers increased and increased and 
now there are about 40,000.
 But now there’s a new ‘special status’ nPo which is much 
stricter about tax and i think there are about 40 organisation that 
have got it so far. So we’re in that process and hopefully we can 
get it at the end of this year.

When people donate money to you they want to 
donate to animals, they’re not interested in drains 
or underground things, they want to see actual 
kennels with dogs in!

The new Sasayama centre is going to take about five years
to build and JAWS UK will keep you updated on its progress.
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JaWs uk receives Many letters froM concerned aniMal-lovers, 
RepoRTIng CRUelTy oR AlTeRnATIvely looKIng foR AdvICe. 
this is just a small selection of letters and emails received recently…

animal gas chambers
hi,

i want to help put an end  
to animal gas chambers and 
would like to know if you  
have an address i can send  
any petition to in the  
Japanese government.
 any information would  
be greatly appreciated.

With thanks

nicole miller

Response from JAWS Tokyo: We 
are also opposed to the use of 
animal gas chambers. But many 
local public health centres are using
gas chambers to reduce costs. 
You cannot imagine how many 
cats and dogs are abandoned and
caught by officials working for the
public health centre. Their shelters
are always packed with animals.
 We claim that those abandoned
animals should be taken care of 
by being rehomed, but if we have 
to consider euthanasia, it should 
be by injection, carried out by a 
vet at an animal hospital. The 
fact is that most local government 
offices can’t afford to pay the 
veterinary costs.
 The address to send any 
petition is: Animal Welfare and 
Management Bureau/Ministry of 
the Environment, 100-8975, Joint 
Office 5, Kasumigaseki 1-2-2, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Telephone: 81-3-3581-3351.

constable sotani
dear Friends,

i read the latest edition of the
newsletter with interest – as
usual – but pp 6–7 were truly
remarkable. that Police constable
Sotani seems to be a one-man-
animal-rescue team all on his 
own – and that in a country with
no strong tradition of animal 
welfare. he seems to be using

not only his compassion, initiative
and courage (colleagues and 
citizens are bound to tell him 
he’s soppy), but an enormous 
amount of his own time to help 
animals in trouble in hanshin.  
 ancient mrs inui must feel 
he’s her right arm! actually i 
was surprised that the article, 
while mentioning his name at 
least twelve times, didn’t point 
out the exemplary attitude of 
this man.
 is there anything we can 
do to give him some official 
recognition – which would 
also strengthen his position in 
regard to uncaring authorities – 
and express our gratitude? i for 
one would certainly be willing 
to contribute to a gift. if JaWS 
has reasons not to do something
as an organisation, i’d be grateful
for mr Sotani’s email address, so
that i can express my admiration
and gratitude directly.
 if there were more people
like him in Japan, JaWS 
wouldn’t be needed…

irene auerbach
(JaWS UK life member)

Response: Dear Irene Auerbach,
Thank you for your kind remarks 
and interest regarding the  
wonderful animal rescue efforts  
of Police Corporal Sotani.
 I entirely agree that Constable 
Sotani is worthy of our special 
recognition. Our next Council 
meeting is on February 6th and 
meanwhile I will circulate your 
letter to all members of Council, 
to Ashlea Haselgrove and our 
newsletter editor Sarah Evans 
with a view to obtaining ideas  
for the most appropriate type  
of ‘reward/recognition’.
 I will keep you updated, 
meanwhile thanks again for your 
suggestion and very best wishes 
for 2013,

Tony Crittenden, Chairman

taiji hunts
JaWS UK has received 
several emails and letters 
regarding the taiji hunts.  
our cover story hopefully 
explains our position, but  
this is a personal response 
from your chairman…

Response: I can assure you 
we have been monitoring 
developments in Taiji through 
our contacts with EIA and are 
providing financial support 
for their efforts to accelerate 
change within Japan. We share your view, and that of the International 
Animal Welfare lobby, that the ‘drive hunts’ such as witnessed at Taiji 
are completely unnecessary and a violation of any reasonable animal 
welfare and conservation standards. We also hold the same views with 
regard to Japan’s continuing interest and involvement with commercial 
whaling in international waters.
 You are correct in that the Japan Animal Welfare Society in the  
UK was founded by British persons who had witnessed in Japan the 
complete absence of animal welfare, had taken steps to encourage  
the formation of our sister Society in Tokyo, and were determined  
on their return to the UK to continue to provide funding to ensure 
their work continued and developed. Many other animal welfare 
organisations and animal welfare projects in Japan still rely on our  
UK funding. Details of our Society’s funding effort and results can  
be found in our newsletter, which is available from our London office 
or via our website.  
 JAWS UK is currently in the process of formulating a letter of concern
to the Japanese Government and in support of similar action by the  
Society for Marine Mammology (SMM) and the EIA.

dog fighting ring
Wild Cherry kennels (www.wckpits.com) is a dog fighting ring  
in Japan. i don’t know if you are the right people to notify but as  
it is in Japan and i am in US i don’t know where to report this. 
Please help these dogs. if i should be contacting another agency, 
please let me know. thank you in advance for your help.

romana Brigante, connecticut, USa

Response: Dear Romana, thank you for your information/query  
regarding the dog fighting in Japan. I will forward your email directly  
to our sister Society’s office in Tokyo for their information and  
advice regarding the illegality or otherwise of organised dog fighting  
in Japan.
 I will also refer the website to the RSPCA in England.

Yours sincerely,

Tony Crittenden, chairman JAWS UK.
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As honorary officer of JAWS UK (Australia), Ashlea Haselgrove continues to raise the 
profile of the plight of animals in Japan. This is her latest report from victoria, Australia.

lovely nakafujikai ladies

Today, there are many 
more graduates from 
vet colleges than before 
and most have become 
vets because they 
love animals and want 
to make a career of 
helping them.

neWS  
from ashlea haselgrove

▲ dr kanbara’s two 
elderly rescue cats will miss 
their master.

during my return to Japan towards the end of 
2012, i once again cleared a space in the back of 
mrs nakajima and mrs Fujioka’s (the nakafujikai 
ladies) crowded station-sedan, to join them on 
their daily rounds. We started at 7am with four 
cats on board, all bound for health checks, 
vaccinations and neutering at dr Kanbara’s clinic.
We had two more to collect en route. once 
there, we loaded two cats that had been operated
on the day before, and showing their mimi-cu-to 
– a snip in one ear to indicate sterilization and 
belonging to a cared-for feral group.
▼ Mrs kanbara poses in her late husband’s clinic
in nishinomiya city, east of kobe city, with her 
daughter, yukiko and her husband, who now 
run the vet clinic together. They kindly provide 
care and attention, as well as neutering, to JaWs’
rescued animals, on an almost daily basis.

on another day, with three cats to go to Kanbara
clinic, and with hanshin Branch committee 
member, mrs Kawai, we were invited to visit the 
Kanbara residence to pay our respects to 
the late dr Kanbara. We met his two remaining
rescued cats. the ginger and white cat, he’d 
found wandering – abandoned – on a wharf in 
hiroshima and immediately took him onto his 
yacht. this poor cat is still deeply grieving his

kind kanbara clinic

tomcat with an unusual address

master’s death. the tri-coloured cat, dr Kanbara
rescued 19 years ago!
 mrs Kanbara and the four of us discussed the
progress we’ve witnessed in animal welfare during
the 40+ years we’ve all been involved in it. on the
official level – despite improvements benefitting 
the visitors and the workers, rather than the 
animals, there has been very little overall change.  
From the veterinary aspect, the scene is very 
encouraging. in the past, sons of vets had been 
expected to follow in their father’s footsteps, 
whether they liked animals or not; failed medical 
students often decided to become a vet – as 
second best option – despite several we could 
recall not even liking animals; others decided it 
would be an easier way to get rich quickly, than 
by going through medical college.  
 today, however, there are many more graduates
from vet colleges than before and most have 
become vets because they love animals and want
to make a career of helping them. Both the Kanbara
vets love animals, and make a point of counselling
pet owners in correct pet care. Where owners
are suddenly unable to keep their pet, or those 
who no longer want to, the vets encourage them
to persevere with rehoming, and only when that, 
and all else fails, do they explain that euthanasia 
is the kindest last resort. in cases where there 
is extreme suffering, or no hope of an easy 
recovery, the vets also recommend and carry 
out euthanasia.

One finds feral cat colonies in the most  
unlikely places, for example, a huge tabby tomcat 
neutered by another of our co-operating vets 
was released into a spacious ancient garden 
belonging to the manager of a famous Japanese
pharmaceutical company. the house and 
grounds are in an elite area of east Kobe, and 
the company manager’s wife is a personal friend 
of mrs makajima! it must be a good home, 
because the tabby bolted from the opened cage 
and into the dark seclusion of sacred lanterns 
and dense undergrowth!

▲ this tabby tomcat has 
fallen on his paws.
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More Mimi please!

native wild boars

Sister yamamoto, perhaps the most senior 
hanshin Branch committee member and animal 
field worker, has just turned 93. She remains 
spritely and active in helping to feed and then 
catch abandoned dogs and cats in her area. She 
goes everywhere with a three-wheeler trolley, 
in which she takes pet food and her “things”!   
it is not used as a walking aid, she says!  She 
sets a wonderful example for us all!

our last newsletter highlighted the plight of 
Japanese black bears, or moon bears. the native 
wild boars – inoshishi – in hyogo Prefecture, have
lost much of their natural habitat in and behind 
the rokko mountain ranges, to expanding 
residential and farm use. along the bus route 
from the bustling city of nishinomiya to the 
mountainside, were frequent warning signs, such 
as the one below. “Wild Boar FreQUently 
aPPear in thiS neighBoUrhood. 
let’S not giVe them any Food.”   
 Somehow, the appropriate authorities in each
part of the land have to be made aware of the
importance of including sufficient natural habitat
for native birds and animals, when they are greedily
carving up native forests on the outskirts of 
cities for ‘development’. Streams of enthusiastic 
hikers file along the narrow roads from the 
cities and towns each weekend to ‘enjoy nature’
… thousands must pass these warning signs each
weeks, without even wondering or thinking about
the gradual disappearance of ‘nature’ and its natural
food source, causing the bears to scavenge!

spritely and active

…She was trying to
mate two young gorillas.

 However, the male 
gorilla had taken quite a
fancy to her rather than
 the young lady gorilla!

▲

▼ despite her age, 
sister yamamoto continues 
to help animals in need.

▲ dr Tsuruoka with his nurses
and the clinic’s adopted cat.

hero taro

nearer to Kobe city, the mimi Veterinary 
hospital, run by dr tsuruoaka, and formerly by 
his wife, dr hanaki, has helped JaWS’ members 
with sick and injured rescued animals, as well as 
with neutering, for 25 years or so.  
 i recall a road accident victim crow and a hungry
dog that tried to eat a native tortoise and nearly 
choked, being treated by this calm, friendly and 
very efficient vet. His current nurses are also 
sympathetic to our work, including the need,  
on occasions – for euthanasia. 
 Kr Hanaki is now the official vet at Kobe’s  
famous oji zoo Park. at the time, she was 
trying to mate two young gorillas. however, 
the male gorilla had taken quite a fancy to her, 
rather than to the young lady gorilla! this was 
her first such experience, and not covered in 
any veterinary textbook!

Earlier last year, field worker Mrs Inui (86), rescued
a newly-abandoned Shiba-ken dog, partially blind, 
rather deaf, painfully thin and wobbly! She kept 
him at her tiny home until constable Sotani 
could collect and deliver him to the mimi hospital
– probably for euthanasia. 
 however, it was at once clear to the vet and 
nurses that this dog had had a terrible life of 
deprivation. he didn’t respond to humans at all. 
 they called him taro and he is still with them, 
as a permanent resident of the clinic. he’s put on 
weight and has even learnt to wag his tail!

▼ rescued from a life of  
loneliness and uncertainty, 
taro now lives happily as a 
resident of the Mimi Hospital.

▲ the signs advise people not to leave food 
for the wild boar. Can this be right?

▲
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Thanks to your donations, JAWS UK has been able to provide grants for some worthy 
causes in Japan this year. Here are two letters from the heads of organisations that
have benefited…  Both letterS haVe Been Kindly tranSlated By aKiKo yanagiSaWa.
 

the iMportance of grant giving 

animal club ishinomaki 
The following is a letter from Tomoko Abe, who runs the Animal Club 
Ishinomaki. JAWS UK gave this organisation a grant of £5,000.

thank you JaWS UK for your support.

my house by the Kitagami river, running through ishinomaki city, was badly  
damaged and i lost two of my dogs and a cat. i put 67 rescued cats and dogs on the 
first floor of my house for a while, but later more came. Some had lost their owners
and some couldn’t stay in shelters any longer. Kittens born in empty houses and 
feral cats also came in. there were happy ones which found new owners and a few 
were returned to their original owners.

i managed to make space by taking furniture outside the house, and i found a tiny 
space to sleep, on a futon. it was the best i could do. 

ideally, i wanted to buy land and build a house for cats and dogs, but it was  
unrealistic. So, thanks to a grant of £5,000 From JaWS UK, i used my parking space  
to build a pre-fabric house. it is 6 tatami size temporary house, with insulated walls 
and floors (winters in Tohoku are very cold) and it’s also air conditioned.  

neutering centre 
animal club ishinomaki opens a neutering centre two days a week. We had  
people seeking for our advice about the disease, injury and pregnancy of animals 
they have taken in. 

For the happy co-existence of man and animals, and in order us to help each  
other, i really think it is important to extend the medical care to homeless animals. 
i want to upgrade the current neutering centre to a low cost vet, and use the vet 
fees to help homeless cats and dogs.

the death of our friend misa itsui, who died at the age of 29, was a big motivation 
for me. I realised exhaustions, a lack of freedom and life’s worries are all trifle  
matters, compared to Mlsa’s life being forced to finish so suddenly.  

i hope, by next spring, i can plan my future more clearly and also the future of 
animal club ishinomaki. 
thank you very much for your warm support from UK.

tomoko abe.

cat operation network 
And here is a letter from Kazuko Kuwahara
of Cat operation net work… 

thank you very much for your continuous 
support for improving animal welfare in Japan. 
your generous donation of £5,000 to help our 
trap, neuter, return (tnr) campaign has enabled 
us to carry out neutering programmes in a larger 
area. We were also able to afford antibiotics  
and pain killers to administer to cats recovering 
from operations.

For your newsletter i am attaching the photos 
when we were carrying out the tnr campaign 
in collaboration with mukogawa Social Welfare 
council and tonouchi Social Welfare council.

through regular tnr campaigns, we try to solve 
the problem of feral cats, without sending them 
to gas chambers. We also educate cat owners 
about the importance of neutering, which we 
believe is the responsibility of the owners. 

In the past five years the number of cats sent 
to the gas chamber has reduced by half. your 
support has made a huge difference. 

thank you again. 
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in the form of festivals and 
events that promote animal
welfare, such as cat and  
dog ‘meet-and-greets’, and 
distributing flyers showing the 
enormous benefits of neutering
pets. it encourages networking,
answers questions, loans 
materials, and connects people 
to local animal welfare services 
in their communities.

supporting evacuees 
JCN staff first went to Tohoku 
on march 22, after the 2011 
tsunami and earthquake, to 
help evacuees with their pets. 
they set up a rescue base in 
Fukushima, which gradually 
became a second shelter. 
 teams of Jcn staff go into 
the evacuated and restricted 
areas weekly to provide  
life-saving food to abandoned 

Japan cat network (Jcn)  
was originally founded to 
support people interested in 
undertaking trap, neuter return 
projects and pet rescues. 
 a government-registered 
non-profit organization since 
2008, Jcn staff regularly help 
rescue, spay, neuter, shelter and 
rehome or release more than 
100 cats a year throughout 
Japan. they also provide  
information, resources, on-site 
help and shelter at the Jcn 
facility in Shiga-ken.

trap, neuter, return
alongside this vital work, the 
Japan cat network continues 
to focus on its main aim – to 
help people, help pets.
 alongside the trap, neuter 
and return programmes, it 
offers education and awareness

The Japan Cat network’s motto is: help people help pets. It believes
that people who help pets shouldn’t have to give up everything 
to do it. It strives to help anyone who sets up a good local project, 
or has an idea for one. 
It also helps the public solve any cat or dog related problems they have. JAWS UK 
believes this to be a very deserving cause, so agreed to offer them a grant of £4,000.  
this is how the money will help…

cats and dogs, pick up sick, 
injured or young animals, and 
control the populations of 
stray and feral cats through 
spaying and neutering. 
 Staff were given a pass  
issued by the government,  
allowing them access to the 
restricted area of namie every 
month for over a year. they 
have continued to focus on this 
area and now support around 
20 evacuated families who have 
asked for regular assistance 
with pets there. 
 They have organised five 
spay/neuter clinics to support 
pets of evacuees, as well as help
control the stray population in 
evacuated areas. JaWS’ funds 
helped set up one of these  
clinics, though the vets  
also donated their time, and 
many supplies. 

Japan cat netWork 
▲ The kitten pictured at 
the veterinary clinic was 
rescued in namie, spayed and 
neutered using JaWs funds, 
and was then rehomed in 
partnership with a group  
in Tokyo.

 Since the beginning of their
rescue and relief efforts in tohoku,
teams organised by Jcn have 
rescued nearly 600 animals. 
 they hope to establish a 
permanent spay neuter clinic  
at a new location, which  
should be opening sometime 
after april.   

Media attention
animal Planet featured Jcn 
when it reported on the  
sterling work this small  
organisation was doing in  
Japan. not only that, staff  
have appeared in national and 
local press and many have their 
own blogs (online diaries) that 
are very interesting.
 An ITV film crew also visited 
the network’s Kansai shelter 
when it made Joanna Lumley: 
Cat Woman.

for more information about donating and animals available for fostering or adoption,
please visit The Japan Cat network’s website at: www.japancatnet.com
Thank you to Susan Roberts, head of the shelter and co-founder of JCn, for her contribution.
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Judo black belt
joins the team!
Congratulations to Miss yuki
okutomi, who has joined 
JAWS Tokyo as an assistant
to dr yamaguchi, head of 
JAWS inspectorate.

twenty-six-year-old miss  
okutomi graduated nippon 
Veterinary & life Science 
University with a doctorate in 
2011 and joined Kyoto animal 
inspection centre where she 
worked as an analyst.
 She is extremely committed 
and hard-working with bounds 
of energy – some of which  
has been chanelled into judo! 
despite her small frame 
(146cm), miss okutomi is  
a black belt in the sport! 
 miss okutomi said: “i  
am determined to change  
myself to make the best of  
my efforts to save animals’  
lives based on a mutual  
understanding with troubled 
pet owners.
 “i read books on improving 
communication skills and  
dr yamaguchi helps me lot.
 “Sitting close with owners
means sitting close with  
their pets. i wish to be able  
to improve responsible  
ownership and the quality  
of life for animals.”
 She replaces mrs Seidoh, 
who worked as an inspector 
for six years and resigned  
last december.

essay contest
JAWS Tokyo staff have 
been running an essay  
contest for primary and 
junior high school students 
for 53 years!
the purpose of the contest is 
to encourage the importance of
animal welfare among students 
from a young age. 
 Staff held a ceremony of 
commendation of 53rd essay 
contest on 18 november at 
the tokyo Prince hotel where 
28 winners (out of 1,109 
contestants) were given a 
certificate of merit and a special
prize from hih Princess 
hitachi. all thoroughly enjoyed 
the party with their parents, 
judges and honorary guests.

 it is an exceptional honour 
for parents and their children 
to be able to talk directly to 
Princess hitachi.
 the invitation for this year’s 
contest will hopefully be 
extended to english students, 
or Japanese students studying 
in UK.

headquarters for the relief of animals
the headquarters for the relief of animals (hQ) 
stopped fundraising for animals that suffered in the 2011 
earthquake disaster at the end of March.

hQ, which is comprised of four major animal welfare organizations:
JaWS, JSPca, Japan Pet care association and the Japan Veterinary
medical association, started its activities in march 2011 and  
successfully raised 69,000,000 yen (£4,928,570). that money was
distributed to 119 animal welfare groups, including local government-
owned and private-owned animal shelters as well as other facilities. 
 as life slowly returns to near normal in the iwate and miyagi 
prefectures, the hQ coalition has decided to leave any fundraising 
campaigns to individual local governments and instead concentrate 
its efforts on supporting animals in the Fukushima prefecture.
 the largest animal shelter in Fukushima is still taking care of 
400 refugee animals and it will run for at least another year. hQ 
will continue to help the shelter’s operation as well as prepare for 
other unpredicted disasters.

charity bingo party
More than 1,000 guests, including hih prince and princess
Hitachi, enjoyed a huge bingo party at the Tokyo 
prince Hotel in March.
 around 180 organisations supported the party by 
providing prizes. In total, the party raised £37,650!
  

news from JaWS tokyo
Jaws Tokyo continues its brilliant work in Japan rescuing and 
rehoming animals as well as raising funds and awareness. Here is 
just a flavour of what it’s done over the past few months…
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a word from the editor…

Welcome to the 81st JaWS newsletter! it makes me wonder  
who started the newsletter all those years ago. Whoever it was,  
i hope we are doing them proud!
 this time our lead story is the barbaric taiji hunts. the JaWS 
offices – both in London and Tokyo – have received so many  
letters of concern regarding this, that your chairman, tony  
crittenden, is in talks with the environment investigation agency 
about finding ways to stop this hunt.
 the environment investigation agency has sent a report in 
about the hunts, which I hope you find interesting. This barbaric 
‘tradition’ continues unchallenged in the most part. here at  
JaWS UK we are determined to see an end to it. 
 ashlea’s regular report is as heart-warming as ever. her  
constable Sotani is truly amazing and has, quite rightly, prompted 
a letter from irene auerbach, lifetime JaWS UK member.  
if anyone has any thoughts on how we can recognise constable 
Sotani, please let the London office know. This man surely  
deserves our many, many thanks.
 I hope you find the letters page interesting. We read all your 
letters and emails and try to action them by sending them to the 
right person in Japan or speaking directly to the source, as in  
the case of the taiji hunts.
 any comments about the newsletter are always welcome!  
in the meantime, if you feel strongly about the taiji hunts, go to 
the JaWS UK website at: www.jawsuk.org.uk to see a sample  
letter that you can send to the Japanese ambassador.
 don’t forget the JaWS UK annual general meeting on  
12 June. if you would like to attend, and meet up with other 
JaWS members and enjoy strawberries and cream alongside the  
Society’s formalities, just contact the office on: 020 7630 5563.

See you next time!

sarah evans

don’t forget, all the previous JaWs uk newsletters are 
online at: www.jaws.org.uk 
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news from JaWS UK
catch up with the latest news from JaWs 
uk and see how the charity continues to 
help Japan’s animals.

JaWS UK 
President dies
it was with deep regret 
that we learned of the 
death of the society’s 
president, sir anthony 
Montague browne dfc, 
obe, cbe, kcMg on 
1st April age 89.

Sir anthony was an active 
member of JaWS UK council 
from 1973 to 1985, retiring as 
chairman of council in 1986. 
He continued to be a firm – 
and generous – supporter of 
the work of JaWS UK and 
was made President in 2000. 
 after studying in Switzerland and Stowe, Sir anthony went up 
to magdelen college in oxford where he joined the university  
air squadron. the following year he joined the royal air Force 
where he gained the dFc (distinguished Flying cross). on leaving 
the RAF, he embarked on a career in the Foreign Office during 
which time he was closely involved in the drafting of the north 
atlantic treaty of 1949 and the subsequent organisation  
of nato. 
 But perhaps his most recognisable role was as Private Secretary 
to Sir Winston churchill, a post he held from 1952, when he was 
just 29, until churchill’s death in 1965. apart from lady churchill, 
Sir Anthony saw the most of Sir Winston in his final decade and 
was probably the last person to see him alive. 
 Sir anthony produced a book of his memoirs – Long Sunset: 
Memoirs of Winston Churchill’s Last Private Secretary (1977). 
 JaWS UK chairman, tony crittenden, said: “Sir anthony was a 
dedicated animal welfare champion and the Society felt honoured 
to have his support. he will be missed by everyone at JaWS.”

southampton bazaars
the Southampton support group of the Friends of JaWS,  
led by dedicated animal welfare supporter Sheila clayton, will  
once again hold its bi-annual charity bazaar at Highfield Church  
centre on Saturday, 26 october. Be sure to go along and show 
your support to the JaWS team between 10.30 and 12.30.  
The centre is located next to the church in Highfield Lane,  
Southampton.

▲ Sir Anthony was a keen animal
welfare supporter.
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MeMbership forM

please help us to rescue aniMals in Japan!
With so many demands on your pockets today, it is hard to respond to 
every appeal. But we make a special plea for animals that cannot ask for 
themselves… those in Japan, where there is still desperate need to change 
conditions in laboratories, local pounds, pet shops and zoos, and to relieve 
the harsh daily life of thousands of other unhappy animals.

JaWs
Japan aniMal Welfare society uk 

   

title:                              name:

address:
 
 Postcode:

email:

Signature: date:

i Would like to Join/reneW My annual MeMbership and enclose:

UK membership £10  retired/under 18 £5  lifetime membership £50 

                

donation forM
title:                       First name:                                          Surname:
 
address:
 
 Postcode:

email:

Signature: date:

i enclose a donation of: £5  £10  £25  £50  other £
(Please make cheques payable to Japan animal Welfare Society limited)

i would like to donate to JaWS on a regular basis and have completed the standing order form: 
Please send me an acknowledgement   yes    no our work  in  Japan.
 
regular giving: BanKer’S Standing order

name of your bank:
 
address of your bank:
 
 Postcode:

Bank sort code:

your account no:  
 
Please pay Japan animal Welfare Society limited Sort code: 60-22-15, 
account no: 71168648 my donation of   £                    annually/monthly 
(delete as applicable) on the   D/D    day of    M/M   and until further 
notice.

name 

FULL NAME

ADDRESS
 
 
 POSTCODE

TODAY’S DATE

i want all donations i’ve made in this tax year and the six
years prior to this declaration (but no earlier than 6/4/2001)
and all future donations to be treated as gift aid donations,
until i notify you otherwise.

to qualify for gift aid, what you pay in UK income tax or capital gains 
tax must be at least equal the amount we will claim in the tax year.

Using gift aid increases the value 
of your donation to Japan animal 
Welfare Society limited. So if you 
want your donation to go further, gift aid it.
JUSt comPlete thiS Form and Send it to US.

JaWs uk office address: lyell house, 51 greencoat place, london sW1p 1ds




